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The finite group (or protinite) topology was first introduced for the free group by 
M. Hall, Jr. and by Reutenauer for free monoids. This is the initial topology defined 
by all the monoid morphisms from the free monoid into a discrete finite group. The 
p-adic topology is defined in the same way by replacing “group” by “p-group” in 
the definition. In this paper we study the properties of these topologies and their 
connexions with the theory of formal languages. (0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 

The finite group (or prolinite) topology was first introduced for the free 
group by M. Hall, Jr. [S] and extended by Reutenauer [ 151 to the case of 
free monoids. This is the initial topology defined by all the monoid 
morphisms from the free monoid into a discrete finite group. The p-adic 
topology is defined in the same way by replacing “group” by “p-group” in 
the definition. (Similarly, the “prolinite topology” introduced by D. Scott 
[17] is obtained by replacing “group” by “monoid” in the definition, but 
we are not concerned with this topology in this paper.) The aim of this 
paper is to found a “descriptive theory” of these topologies for the free 
monoid. That is, one restricts one’s attention to “simple” subsets of the free 
monoid and one tries to decide whether these sets are open, closed, com- 
pact, or if one can describe their topological closure, etc. The “simple” sets 
we have in mind in this paper are the recognizable (or regular) sets of 
automata theory. It is fair to say immediately that we are not completely 
successful, and therefore part of our paper is devoted to the discussion of 
various conjectures. The main tools for this study are the free group 
(especially the topologies for the free group) and the theory of finite 
automata. 

It is well known that every subset L of the free monoid A* defines in a 
natural way a congruence on A*, called the syntactic congruence. The sub- 
sets of A* for which this congruence is of finite index are called 
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recognizable. If L is a recognizable subset of A*, the quotient of A* by the 
syntactic congruence of L is a finite monoid M, called the syntactic monoid 
of L. The image P of L in M is the syntactic image of L. This syntactic 
monoid turns out to be a very powerful concept in language theory, and 
a number of fascinating results relate the combinatorial properties of 
recognizable languages with algebraic properties of their syntactic monoid 
(see [4, 7, 121 for more details). 

A central idea of this paper is that topological properties of L are also 
reflected by algebraic properties of it4 and P. For instance, it is easy to 
show that if L is closed, then the property holds that 

for every s, t E M, and for every idempotent e E M (set E P 3 st E P). (*) 

We conjecture that the converse is true in general, and we prove this con- 
jecture in two significant particular cases: if P is a submonoid of M, or if 
the idempotents of M commute. This conjecture is not only interesting by 
itself, but also has some surprising consequences. For instance, a positive 
answer to the conjecture would solve an open problem on finite semigroups 
for the solution of which J. Rhodes has recently offered $100. Next, 
this conjecture, if true, gives an algorithm to decide whether a given 
recognizable set is open or closed. In fact, we show that it also gives an 
algorithm to compute the closure of a given recognizable set. Two such 
algorithms are presented in this paper. 

One of the main results of the paper shows that open sets are preserved 
under concatenation products of the form (L,, L,, . . . . Lk) -+ L,a,L,az ... 
akL,. This result is based on a detailed analysis of a counting operation 
and furnishes many explicit examples of open sets. Another interesting 
result is that every open free submonoid of the free monoid is also closed. 
This is reminiscent of the well-known fact that every open subgroup of a 
topological group is closed, but here the condition “free” is required. 

The paper requires a basic knowledge of finite automata, finite semi- 
groups, and elementary topology, However, we have tried to keep the 
paper self-contained as far as possible. The paper is organized as follows. 
Section 1 contains the basic definitions and some useful results (including 
some new results) used in the paper. Section 2 introduces the definition and 
the basic properties of the topologies for the free monoid. Section 3 is 
devoted to the proof of a language theoretic result on concatenation 
product with counter. Properties of open sets are analysed in Section 4. 
Here we show that open sets are preserved under some natural operation 
of language theory: quotients, concatenation product, plus operation, 
inverse (non-empty) substitutions, etc. and we discuss the connections 
between the topologies for the free monoid and the free group. In Section 5, 
we study the topological properties of recognizable sets. In particular, we 
characterize the clopen recognizable sets and the compact recognizable sets. 
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Even more is known on the submonoids of the free monoid, the properties 
of which are presented in Section 6. Section 7 is devoted to a detailed 
discussion of our major conjectures and their consequences. Part of the 
results of this paper have been announced in [ 111. 

1. PRELIMINARIES 

In this section, we briefly recall the main definitions or properties that 
are used throughout this paper. For more details, the reader is referred to 
[l, 4, 7, 123 for languages and to [3] for topology. 

(a) Semigroups and Monoids 

A semigroup S is a set equipped with an associative operation, usually 
denoted multiplicatively. A monoid is a semigroup with identity. Given two 
monoids M and N, a map cp: M+ N is a monoid morphism if 1~ = 1 and 
(mn)q = (mcp)(ncp) for every m, n E M. A relational morphism z: M + N is a 
map from M into the subsets of N such that 

(1) for every m E M, mr is nonempty, 
(2) 1 ElZ, 
(3) for every m, n E M, (mz)(nz) c (mn)z. 

Let r: M -+ N be a relational morphism. If M’ is a submonoid of M, then 
M’z is a submonoid of N. Similarly, if N’ is a submonoid of N, 

N’z-I= {meMImznN’#IZ(} 

is a submonoid of M. Further properties of relational morphisms can be 
found in [ 12, 211. We just mention here a new result, inspired by an 
unpublished paper of Schtitzenberger. 

PROPOSITION 1.1. Let G be a finite group, H an arbitrary group, and let 
z: G + H be a surjective relational morphism. Then G’ = lz-’ is a normal 
subgroup of G, H’ = lr is a normal subgroup of H, and G/G’ = H/H’. 
Furthermore, for every gE G, gz is a coset of H’. 

ProoJ: We first claim that for every g E G, h E gz implies h - ’ E g- ‘2. 
Indeed, since r is surjective, there exists x E G such that h - ’ E xz. Let n be 
the order of G. Then hk’ = (h-l)” h”-‘E (xz)” (gz)“-’ c (xngn-‘)z= 
g-lz, since x”= g” = 1. 

In particular, H’ = 17 is a subgroup of H. Furthermore, if h E gz and 
XE 17, then by the claim, hxh-’ E (gt)(lr)(g-‘t)c (gg-‘)r = 17. Thus H’ 
is normal in H. Furthermore, the following property holds: 

for every h E gz, gz = H’h. (1) 

481/137/2-4 
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Indeed, H’h c (lz)(gz) c gr and, on the other hand, (gz) h ’ c 
(gz)(g-‘z) c 1~. Thus z induces a group morphism from G onto H/H’, the 
kernel of which is the group 

N= {gEGJ gt= lr}. 

We claim that N = G’ = {g E G 1 1 E gz}. Indeed, since 1 E lz, N is contained 
in G’. Conversely, if g E G’, then 1 E gr, whence gr = (17). 1 = It by (1). 
Thus N = G’, G’ is normal in G and G/G’ = H/H’. 1 

(b) Languages 

Let A be a finite set, called the alphabet. We denote by A* the free 
monoid over A and by F(A) the free group over A. A letter is an element 
of A, a word is an element of A * and a language is a subset of A*. The 
empty word is denoted by 1. The product of two words u and u is simply 
denoted by uv. Thus every word u can be written in an unique way as 
u=a,a,~.~a,, where a,, . . . . a, are letters. In this case, n is the length of u, 
denoted by (u(. In particular, the empty word 1 is the only word of length 
0. If u is a word, we set u” = 1, and, for every n 2 0, u”+ i = uu”. If L is a 
language, L+ (resp. L*) denotes the subsemigroup (resp. submonoid) of 
A * generated by L. In particular, if u is a word, we set u+ = { un I n > 0 > 
and u* = (u” 1 n 2 0). Given two languages X and L, we set 

X-‘L = (u E A * 1 there exists x E X such that xu E L} 

and 

LX-‘= {u~A*(there exists x~Xsuch that UXE L). 

We call X-IL (resp. LX-‘) the left (resp. right) quotient (or residual) of 
L by X. 

A subset X of A* is a code if the submonoid X* of A* generated by X 
is free with base X. It is well known that a submonoid M of A* is free if 
and only if it satisfies the equality M-‘Mn MM-’ = M. A code X is 
biprefx if u, uu E X implies u = 1, and dually, if u, vu E X implies u = 1. 

A word u = a, o2 . . . a, is a subword of a word v if v can be factorized as 
v=vOalv,-..a,v,, where uo, u I, . . . . U,E A*. For instance, ab is a subword 
of cacba. Given two words u and u, we set 

0 0 =Card{(u,, vi, . . . . 
U 

u,)Iu,a,u,~~~a,u,=u}, 

that is, the number of times that u appears as a subword of u. Note that 
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if a is a letter, then (z) is simply the number of occurrences of the letter a 
in u, and 

an ( > n! 

am =(n-m)! m! 

is the usual binomial coefficient. We refer the reader to [8, lo] for the basic 
properties of these “binomial” coefficients. 

A monoid morphism cp: A* + B*, where A* and B* are free monoids is 
length preserving if, for every letter a E A, acp is a letter of B. 

A substitution cr: A* + B* is a function from A* into the subsets of B* 
satisfying the two following properties: 

(a) la= (1); 
(b) for every U, u E A*, (UU)(T = (uo)(ua). 

A non-empty substitution is a substitution such that, for every UE A*, the 
set ~0 is never empty. 

A language L is recognized by a monoid A4 if there exist a monoid 
morphism cp: A* + M and a subset P of M such that L = Pq - ‘. 
A language is recognizable if it is recognized by some finite monoid. 
A language recognized by a finite group (respectively p-group) is called 
a group language (respectively a p-group language). If a language L is 
recognizable, every monoid that recognizes L is divided by the syntactic 
monoid of L, defined as follows. The syntactic congruence of L is the 
equivalence - L defined by 

U-LO if and only if, for every x, yEA* (xuy~Loxuy~L). 

The quotient M(L) = A*/- L is the syntactic monoid of L, and the natural 
morphism ‘I: A* + M(L) is called the syntactic morphism. Note that 
L = Lqq - ‘, so that a recognizable language can be completely described by 
the pair (q, Lq), that is, by a finite set. To conclude this subsection, we just 
mention an important example of p-group languages. 

PROPOSITION 1.2 [4]. Let p be a prime number, let s be a natural 
number, and let k be an integer such that 0 6 k $ p’. Then the set 

L=(usA’!(i)=rmodp’) 

is a p-group language. 

(c) Automata 

Another way to describe recognizable languages is to use finite 
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automata. In this paper, a finite automaton is a triple d = (Q, A, T, Z, F), 
where Q is a finite set, called the set of states, A is the alphabet, T is a 
subset ofQx(Au{ll)xQ, called the set of transitions of the automaton, 
and I and Fare subsets of Q, called the set of initial and final states of d, 
respectively. It is convenient to think of an automaton as a graph, in which 
the set of vertices is Q and the set of edges is T. Then every edge is labelled 
either by a letter or by the empty word. Similarly, one can associate to 
every path 

(where each ai is either a letter or the empty word), the label u = a, . . . a,. 
A word w  is recognized by d if there is path labelled by w, with origin in 
I and end in F (such a path is called successful). Then the set of words 
recognized by ~2 is a recognizable language, and conversely, every 
recognizable language is recognized by some finite automaton. 

One can also describe recognizable languages by rational expressions. 
Note that there are some well-known algorithms to pass from a description 
to another (see [4, 7, 121 for more details). 

An automaton d = (Q, A, T, Z, F) is said to be reversible (or injective) if 
there is no transition labelled by 1 and if two transitions with the same 
label and the same origin (or the same end) are necessarily equal. 

(d ) TopoZogy 

We now review some topological definitions. Let E be a set and let .?F = 
(‘pi)iE, be a family of mappings cpi: E + (F,, 9J from E into a topological 
space (Fi, q). The initial topology defined by 9 is the coarsest topology F 
on E such that each (pi is continuous. 

More explicitly, the finite intersections of subsets of the form wicpil, 
where oi is an open set of 6 form a basis for this topology. The following 
proposition summarizes some elementary facts about the initial topology. 

PROPOSITION 1.3. (a) Let X be a topological space. Then a map 
cp: X --, E is continuous ifund only if every map pp(pi: X --, F, is continuous. 

lb) Let Wnp~ be a sequence of elements of E and let x be an element 
of E. Then lim, _ o. x, = x if and only if, for every i E Z, lim, _ m x, ‘pi = xcp,. 

(c) Let S be a subset of E and let s E S. Then s E s, the topological 
closure of S, if and only if, for every i E I, scp i E K. 

A clopen set is a set that is both open and closed. A map cp: E + F is open 
if, for every open set o of E, the set ocp is also open. 

(e) Free Groups and Free Monoids 
We need to make precise the relations between the free monoid and the 
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free group. As a first distinction, the term “word” will always designate an 
element of a free monoid. Let d = {a) a E A > and put A” = A u A. Then 
there is a natural surjective monoid morphism rr: a* + F(A), defined by 
UK = CI and tin = u-’ for every a E A. Therefore it is natural to extend the 
function a + 5 to A”* by setting i = 1, and, for every u E a* and every a E A, 
iG=ii.ii and z=uii. 

This way, the words u and ii can be considered as representations of the 
elements of the free group urz and (urc-i, respectively. The words of A”* 
containing no factors of the form uti or tiu (where a E A) are called reduced. 
Note that rc induces a bijection b: K + F(A) from the set K of all reduced 
words of A”* onto F(A). We denote by 6: A”* --f K the map that associates 
to a word w  of A”* the unique reduced word w6 representing wrc. 6 is called 
the reduction of the free group. The situation is represented on the following 
diagram. 

We call positive the elements of the free group that belong to A*R. 
Equivalently, an element is positive if it has a reduced representation 
containing no occurrence of 5, for any a E A. 

Automata can also be used in free groups. Let d = (Q, A, T, Z, F) be an 
automaton. If one associates to any transition (p, a, q) E T, a new transition 
(q, a, p), we obtain a new automaton d = (Q, A”, T’, I, F), where 

T’ = Tu ((q, 4 P) I (A a, q) E T) 

which recognizes a subset L of A*. By definition, the set Ln is the subset 
of the free group recognized by d. Intuitively, one permits to read a transi- 
tion “backwards” provided that its label “a” is changed to “5.” Note that, 
however, we do not permit reading a transition with label 1 backwards. 

EXAMPLE. Let d = (Q, A, T, Z, F) be the automaton represented below, 
where A= {u,b), Q= {1,2, 3}, T= {(l,u, 2), (3, b,2), (3,u, l)}, and Z= 
F= {l}. 

1 

a a 62 2 3 

b 
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Then the subset of the free group accepted by & is the subgroup of F(A) 
generated by abK’a. More generally, we have 

PROPOSITION 1.4 [ 15, 131. Every finitely generated subgroup of the free 
group is recognized by a reversible automaton having a unique initial state 
which is also the unique final state. 

We conclude this subsection by giving some combinatorial results. 

PROPOSITION 1.5. Let k>O, and let u,,, vl, ul, . . . . vk, uk be words of A* 
such that the element g = (uO iFI u, . . . Ukuk)n is positive. Then there exists an 
index i and a factorization vi= v,!v(’ such that the two elements 

(%hU, .-.ui$)n and (6;~~ . ..u~u~)R are positive. 

Proof: By induction on n =C iGiGk (vJ. If n =O, then the result is 
trivial. Since g is positive, there exists a word x of A* such that XII = g, and 
since x is necessarily reduced, it is well known Cl] that x can be derived 
from the word w  = uOV, u1 . . . tikuk by applying rewriting rules of the form 
ati + 1 or aa + 1 (where a E A). Consider the last derivation, which may be 
supposed to be of the form x,aax, +x,x2=x (the case of a derivation of 
the form xi aax, + x,x2 = x would be dual). Then w  admits a factorization 
of the form w  = wIiiwOawz, where wi derives into xi, w2 derives into x2, 
and w0 derives into the empty word. It follows that aw,aw, derives into x2, 
and thus w,rc and (aw,aw,)z are positive elements. This gives the desired 
factorization, since a only occurs in words of the form Oi. 

LEMMA 1.6. Let u, vl, v2, w be words of A* such that the element 
g = (ufi, 6, w)7c is positive. Then either (~6, )X or (5, w)a is positive. 

Proof By induction on (u, ~1. The result is obvious if u, = 1 or if v2 = 1. 
Otherwise, we may suppose either u = u’a and 17~ = tit?; (where a is a letter), 
or, symmetrically, w  = aw’ and VZ = fi;ti. Then we may apply the induction 
hypothesis to the word ~‘0; V,w. It follows that either (fi,w)rr or (uUi)rc = 
(~‘3; ) rc is positive. 

PROPOSITION 1.7. Let k > 0, and let uO, v, , . . . . vk, uk be words of A* such 
that theelementg=(u,v,u,~~~ Ukuk)7c is positive. Then there exists an index 
i > 0 such that the element (ui- , Ciui)n is positive. 

Proof: By induction on n = x1 c ic k Ivi(. If n = 0, then the result is 
trivial. Otherwise, since g is positive, there exists an index i such that 
Ui= t7$ and ui = au:, where a is a letter-or, symmetrically, fii= Zl?,! 
and ui-t=u:-,a. Thus g=(uOV,u, . .. V$i.. . gkuk)rz and by the induc- 
tion hypothesis, one of the elements (u,~,u,)n, . . . . (uiM2tii- ,uimm ,)x, 
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(Ui-lV!Ui)R, *..y (Uk-1-k k) u ZJ rt is positive. This concludes the proof, since 
(Ui- ‘ViUi)71 = (Ui- ‘~;u;)7c. 

(f) Rational and Recognizable Subsets of a Monoid 

The notions of recognizable and rational subsets are not limited to the 
free monoid. 

DEFINITION 1.1. The rational subsets of a monoid M form the smallest 
class &t(M) of subsets of M such that 

(a) the empty set and every singleton {g} belong to &4(M), 
(b) if S and T are in Sat(M), then so are ST and Su T, 

(c) if S is in gad(M), then so is S*, the submonoid of M generated 
by S. 

DEFINITION 1.2. A subset R of M is recognizable if and only if there 
exist a monoid morphism cp: M + F into a finite monoid F and a subset P 
of F such that R = Pep - ‘. 

We shall denote by &c(M) the class of recognizable subsets of M. It is 
well known that, for a free monoid A*, %&(,4*)=9at(A*). The two 
following propositions summarize the main properties of the rational and 
recognizable sets of the free group. 

PROPOSITION 1.8 [ 11. (a) Every recognizable subset of F(A) is rational, 
but the converse is not true. 

(b) 9k(F(A)) and B&(F(A)) are closed under boolean operations 
(union, intersection, and complement in F(A)). 

PROPOSITION 1.9 [ 11. Let G be a subgroup of F(A). Then 

(a) G is recognizable if and only tf it is of finite index, 

(b) G is rational if and only if it is finitely generated. 

Rational sets are preserved under monoid morphisms, but recognizable 
sets are not, in general. However, we have 

PROPOSITION 1.10. Let rt: M + H be a surjective monoid morphism from 
a monoid M onto a group H. If L is a subset of A* recognized by a finite 
group G, then Ln is a recognizable subset of H recognized by a quotient of G. 

Proof Let cp: M--f G be the monoid morphism recognizing L, and let 
PC G be such that PC,-’ = L. We may assume that cp is surjective 
(otherwise it suffices to replace G by Mcp, since a submonoid of a finite 
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group is a group). Then r = cp -‘rc: G -+ H is a surjective relational 
morphism and we may apply Proposition 1.1. In particular LZ = Pz is a 
coset of H’ = 1~. Thus L is recognized by H/H’ = G/G’. 

In particular, we have 

COROLLARY 1.11. Let 7~: B* + F be a surjective monoid morphism from 
B* onto a free group F, and let S be a subset of F. Then 

(a) S is rational tf and only if there exists a rational Ianguage R c B* 
such that S= RX, 

(b) S is recognizable tf and only tf there exists a group language 
L c B* such that S = LX, 

(c) S is recognized by a p-group tf and only tf there exists a p-group 
language L c B* such that S = Lrc. 

We conclude this section by giving more technical results, which slightly 
extend some results of [IS]. In the sequel, (X) denotes the subgroup of 
the free group generated by a subset X of the free group. 

Denote by z: A* -+ F(A) be the natural injection. Let G be a finite group 
and let cp: A* --) G be a monoid morphism. Then cp induces a group 
morphism II/: F(A) -+ G, defined by a$ = acp and ti+ = (aq)-‘. Equivalently, 
IJJ is the restriction of $ to A*, that is cp = z$. Finally, let P be a subgroup 
of G, and set L= PcJ-’ and H= PI,!-‘. 

PROPOSITION 1.12. II/ is surjective tf and only tf cp is surjective. In this 
case, the following properties hold: 

(1) L= HnA* and H= (L); 

(2) the syntactic monoids of H and L are equal (and are quotients 

of ‘3 

Proof If 9 is onto, $ is clearly onto. Conversely, assume that y9 is onto, 
and let n be the order of G. Then, for every aE A, a”-‘~$=(a-‘)$. It 
follows that, for every element g of F(A), there exist a positive element u 
such that u$ = g$. Therefore A*cp = A*@ = F(A)+ and hence cp is surjec- 
tive. 

(1) By definition, the restriction of $ to A* is equal to cp, so that 
PI+-‘nA*=Prp-‘, that is, L = H n A*. In particular L is a subset of H 
and (L) is contained in H. Let u E A *. Then since rp is surjective, there 
exists a word v E A* such that ocp = (uq~)-i, so that UVE L. Similarly, there 
exists a word w  E A* such that wu E L. 

Let now h be an element of H. Set h = u,V, u1 ... Ukuk, where uO, . . . . uk, 
v, , . . . . vk are positive words. We prove by induction on n = xi s i6 k luil that 
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hE(L).Ifn=O,thenhEHnA*=L.Supposen>O,andletubEA* bea 
word such that uoub E L and let u; E A* be such that u; u, I& E L. Then 

h= (u&,)(v;vlub)(u;uJ V,...V,u, 

and hence (u;ui) F2u2... U,u, belongs to H and thus to (L) by induction. 
Therefore h also belongs to (L ). 

(2) We apply the previous results in the case where J/: F(A) + G’ is 
the syntactic morphism of H. Let P be the subgroup of G’ such that 
H = P$ ~ ‘. Then cp = z$: A* -+ G’ is a surjective monoid morphism such 
that L = PCP - ‘. Thus the syntactic monoid of L is the quotient of G’ by the 
syntactic congruence N p on G’, defined by 

u -p u if and only if, for every x, y E G’, xuy E P o xuy E P. 

But since G’ is the syntactic monoid of H, the syntactic congruence -p is 
the equality. Therefore G’ itself is the syntactic monoid of L. 

COROLLARY 1.13 [ 151. Let X be a subset of A*. The following conditions 
are equivalent: 

(1) X* is a group language; 

(2) (X) is a subgroup of finite index of F(A). 

Furthermore, if these conditions hold, then X* = (X) n A*. 

The corresponding result for p-group languages is more involved. Given 
a positive integer n and a prime number p, we denote by (n, p) the largest 
power of p that divides n. A submonoid M of A* is said to be p-pure if, for 
every u E A*, U* E M implies 2.4 (n9p) E M. Similarly, a subgroup H of F(A) is 
p-pure if, for every u E F(A), I/’ E H implies r&n%“) E H. We can now state 

THEOREM 1.14. Let X be a subset of A *Q The following conditions are 
equivalent: 

(1) X* is a p-group language; 

(2) (X) is a p-pure subgroup of F(A) offinite index; 

(3) (X) is a subgroup of F(A) recognized by a p-group. 

Proof. (1) implies (3). By Proposition 1.12, the syntactic monoid G of 
(X) is equal to the syntactic monoid of X*. Thus G is a p-group. 

(3) implies (2). Let +: F(A) --) G be the syntactic morphism of H, and 
let P= (X)$ (so that (X) = PI/-‘). Let UE F(A) and suppose that 
u” E (X> for some n > 0. Set n = (n, p)m and g = (u+)‘~~“‘. Since m and p’, 
the order of G, are relatively prime, there exist two integers a, b such 
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that am + bp’= 1. Now u’$ = g” E P and gp’ = 1 E P. It follows that 
g=g umfbp’= (8”)” (gp’)bE P and thus u(“‘~)E PI+-’ = (X). Thus (X) is 
p-pure. 

(2) implies (1). By Proposition 1.12, the syntactic monoid G of X* is 
also the syntactic monoid of (X), and thus, by (3) is a group. Further- 
more, since (X) is a p-pure subgroup of F(A), X* = (X) n A * is a p-pure 
submonoid of A*. It follows by [4, Chap. X, Theorem 5.21, that G is a 
p-group. Thus X* is a p-group language. 

2. THE TOPOLOGIES F AND FP 

In this section, we give the definition and the basic properties of the finite 
group topology and the p-adic topology for the free monoid. 

DEFINITION 2.1. The finite group topology on A* is the initial topology 
defined by the class of all monoid morphisms cp: A* + G, where G is a 
finite discrete group. 

Similarly, we have 

DEFINITION 2.2. Let p be a prime number. The p-adic topology on A * 
is the initial topology defined by the class of all monoid morphisms 
cp: A* + G where G is a finite discrete p-group. 

The finite group (respectively p-adic) topology of the free group F(A) is 
defined in the same way: it suffices to replace “monoid morphism” by 
“group morphism” in the definitions. Since A* is naturally embedded in 
F(A), we may also consider the restriction to A* of the topologies on the 
free group. 

PROPOSITION 2.1 [ 151. The finite group (resp. p-adic) topology of the 
free monoid A* is the restriction to A* of the corresponding topology on 
f’(A ). 

We shall denote by 9 the finite group topology and by Yp the p-adic 
topology of A*. The following proposition gives a third equivalent defini- 
tion of these topologies. 

PROPOSITION 2.2 [ 151. A subset o of A* is open in the finite group (resp. 
p-adic) topology if and only if it is union of group languages (resp. p-group 
languages). 

Finally, these topologies can be defined by a distance. A group separates 
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two words U, u of A* if there exists a monoid morphism cp: A* 3 G such 
that ucp # ucp. Set, for every u, u E A*, 

T(U, u) = min{ Card G 1 G is a finite group that separates u and u} 

and 

d(u, u) = emrcu,“). 

Similarly, we put 

rp(u, u) = min{ Card G ) G is a p-group that separates u and u} 

and 

d&4, 0) = p-‘p(“,“), 

Then we can state 

PROPOSITION 2.3 [S]. The function d (resp. d,) is a linear, ultrametric 
distance, which defines the topology .Y (resp. Fp). 

Proof: We give the proof for d,, the hardest case. We have to verify the 
following properties, for every U, u, w  E A*: 

(1) d,(u, 0) = d,(u, ~1; 
(2) d,(u, u) = 0 if and only if u = u; 

(3) d,(u, w) < max(d,(u, ~1, d,(u, w)); 
(4) d,(wu, wu) = d,(u, u) = d,(uw, VW). 

Conditions (l), (3), and (4) are straightforward, and u = u implies 
d,,(u, u) = 0 by definition. Let u and u be two distinct words of A*. The 
property d,(u, u) > 0 follows from the fact that the free group is p-residually 
finite, but there is a more direct proof. Since u # u, we may assume that u 
is not a subword of u (the case where u is not a subword of u would be 
dual). Then we put 

L,={wEA*i(r)=lmodp}. 

Then u E L, u 4 L and by Proposition 1.2, L is recognized by a p-group G. 
Therefore G separates u and u and hence d,(u, u) > 0. 

Finally, we have to show that the distance dp defines a topology Y-’ 
equal to FP. Let L be a p-group language, recognized by a morphism 
cp: A* -+ G into a p-group G of order n. Let u E L and let u be a word. If 
d,(u, u) c p-“, that is, if rp(u, u) Y= n, then, by definition of rp, ucp = ucp, and 
hence u E L. Thus, for every u EL, L contains the open ball of center u and 
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of radius p -“, so that L is open in F-‘. Thus by Proposition 2.2, every open 
set of Fp is open in F’. Conversely, let u be a word, let E be a positive real 
number and let B be the open ball of center u and of radius E. Let n be an 
integer such thatp-“<a<pi-“. Then B= (u~A*lr,(u, u)>n}. Therefore 
B is equal to the intersection of all languages of the form ucpcp-’ where 
rp: A * + G is a morphism into a p-group of order <n. Thus B is a finite 
intersection of p-group languages and hence is open in Fp. Therefore F’ is 
equal to Yp. 

We now establish some basic properties of F and Fp6, part of which was 
established in [S, 151. However, the proofs given here do not use any 
property of the free group nor automata theory. 

COROLLARY 2.4. For each alphabet A, the multiplication on (A*, d) 
(resp. (A*, d,)) is untformly continuous. 

Proof The result follows immediately from the following inequalities, 
where xi, x2, y,, y,, are words: 

4x1x2, Y~Y~)~~~x(@,-G, Y~~~~(Y~x~~ Y~YZ)) 

<max(d(x,, ~~1, 4x2, Ed). 

COROLLARY 2.5. Let u be a word. Then the function q: A* -+ A* defined 
by xq = XC’ is uniformly continuous on its domain for the distance d (resp. 
d,). An analogous result holds for the function defined by xcp = u- lx. 

Proof Indeed, if xu- ’ and yu -i are defined, we have 

d(xu-‘, yu-‘) = d((xu-’ )u, (yu-lb)= 4x3 Y). 

The proof for d, is similar. 

COROLLARY 2.6. Every monoid morphism between two free monoids is 
untformly continuous with respect to d (resp. d,). 

Proof: Let ~1: A* -+ B* be a monoid morphism between two free 
monoids. Let u and v be two words, and let cp: B* + G be a monoid 
morphism, where G is a finite discrete group (respectively p-group). If cp 
separates UCL and va, then cpcr separates u and v. Therefore, d(ucl, VU) < 
d(u, v) (resp. dr(ucc, ua) < d,(u, v)). 

The following propositions give some examples of converging sequences. 

PROPOSITION 2.7. Let u be a word of A*. 

(a) [15] In (A*, d), lim,,, u”!= 1. 
(b) In (A*, d,), lim,,, up”= 1. 
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Proof (a) Let rp: A* + G be a monoid morphism into a finite group 
of order k. Then if n 2 k, k divides n! and hence (uv)“! = 1. The result 
follows by Proposition 1.2. The proof of (b) is similar. 

Since the multiplication is continuous, one can derive from Proposi- 
tion 2.7 that for every word x, y E A*, lim, _ m x&y = xy in (A*, d). We do 
not know any explicit examples of converging sequences in (A*, d) which 
are not consequences of this type of formulae. Similarly the formula 
lim, _ m x~““y = xy holds in (A*, d,), but this time, at least one other 
explicit example is known. Let t = abbabaab... be the infinite word of Thue- 
Morse, obtained by iteration of the morphism r: A* --f A* defined by 
ar = ab and bs = ba. Let t, be the left factor of length n of t. Then we have 

PROPOSITION 2.8 [Z]. For every prime number p, there is a subsequence 
of (t,), ,O converging to 1. 

Since the free monoid A* is equipped with a distance, we may consider 
its completion as a metric space. 

PROPOSITION 2.9 [S]. The completion of (A*, d) (respectively, (A*, d,)) 
is a compact group. 

ProoJ We give the proof for d, but the proof for d, is similar. Let 
FC(A) be the completion of (A*, d). First of all, A* is dense in FC(A) and 
since the multiplication is uniformly continuous on A*, it can be extended 
by continuity (in a unique way) to an operation on FC(A). Since the 
identities (xy)z=x(yz) and xl = lx= x are preserved by continuity, this 
operation is associative and admits 1 as an identity. Let u be a word of A*. 
Then, by Proposition 2.7, the sequence un! is converging and thus a Cauchy 
sequence. Now, by Proposition 2.5, the function x + nu-’ is uniformly 
continuous, and u(“- ‘) is also a Cauchy sequence which admits a limit v 
in FC(A) when n tends to the infinity. But by Proposition 2.6, we have 

uu = u( lim zJn!- I’) = !i\ ~4~~ = 1 = vu. 
n-m 

Thus FC(A) is a group. 
It follows from general results of topology that the completion of a 

metric space is compact if, for every E > 0, one can cover A* with a finite 
number of open balls of radius <E. Thus let E > 0 and let n be an integer 
such that e-” < E. We define a congruence -,, on A* by setting x-, y if 
and only if, for every morphism cp: A* + G into a group G of order <n, 
xqo = ycp. Then -n is a congruence of finite index and x -,, y implies 
r(x, y) > n, whence d(x, y) < E. Therefore every equivalence class of -,, 
is contained in a ball of radius E and thus A* can be covered by a finite 
number of such balls. 
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We end this section by giving some examples of open and closed subsets 
of A*. 

EXAMPLE 1. Let 0 d r< n. Then the set E of all words of length con- 
gruent to r mod n is a clopen set in Y. Indeed, if rp: A* + Z/d is defined 
by acp = 1 for every a E A, then E = rep -I, so that E is a group language. 

EXAMPLE 2. If A = {a}, then the sets 

S = (a’ I n is a square-free number } and P = (an 1 n is a prime number} 

are closed in F. Indeed we have S= a*\lJkt *(a”‘)* and the previous 
example shows that (a”‘)* is open for any k. Similarly, P=a*\Up,,,,(aPq)*. 

EXAMPLE 3 [ 151. The monoid morphism x: 2 -+ F(A) is continuous 
when A”* and F(A) are equipped with the finite group topology (resp. the 
p-adic topology). In particular, since F(A) is Hausdorff, the set { 1 } is 
closed, and so is the “Dyck set” D* = In-‘. 

Other examples will be given further on in this paper. 

3. A COUNTING OPERATION 

We leave topology for a moment to prove a result of independent 
interest. The applications of this result to the finite group topology will be 
given in the next section. We introduce an operation on languages that 
slightly generalizes Straubing’s counting [18] and which also appeared 
in a different form in [20]. Further properties of this operation can be 
found in [22]. In some sense this operation measures the ambiguity of the 
concatenation product. Here is the formal definition. 

DEFINITION. Let L,, . . . . L, be languages of A*, let a,, . . . . uk be letters 
and let 0 < r < n be two integers. Then (Lou, L1 . . . ak Lk)r,n is the set of all 
words UE A* such that the number of factorizations of u of the form 
U=UOU,U1 . . . ukuk with u,, E L,, . . . . uk E Lk is congruent to r modulo n. 

EXAMPLE. (A*u,A*...a,A*),,, is the set of all words u such that 
(a, .U. .,) is congruent to r modulo n. 

Given monoids M,, . . . . M, recognizing L,, . . . . L,, respectively, we shall 
now describe a monoid recognizing (Lou, L, . . . ukLk),,,. Let M = M, x 
M,x ... x M, and let K= Z/nZ(M) be the ring of all polynomials over 
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A4 with coefficients in Z/E!!. Thus every element of K can be written in the 
form CmEM &,,m, where A, E ZlnZ and I, #O for a finite number of m 
only. Addition is defined by 

(~~Imm)+(~~pmm)=~~(~m+~,)m 

and multiplication by the formula 

Finally, let M, + r(K) be the ring of matrices of size (k + 1) x (k + 1) over 
K and let R be the multiplicative submonoid of M, + r(K) consisting of all 
matrices p satisfying the following conditions: 

(1) for i>j, P~,~=O; 
(2) for i=j, ~~,~=(l, . . . . l,mi, 1, . . . . 1) for some m,EMi; 

(3) for i<j,pi,jEh/nZ(l x . . . x 1 xMix ... xM,x 1 x .-. x 1). 

Condition (1) says that p is upper-triangular, and condition (3) states that 
if pi,i = Cm eM IZ,,,m, then &, = 0 unless m has the form (1, . . . . 1, mi, . . . . mj, 
1 3 . . . . 1) for some (mi, . . . . mj) E Mi x . . . x Mj. 

We shall denote by Z/nZ 0 (M,, . . . . Mk) this monoid R, which belongs 
to the same family as the Schiitzenberger product [19] (in fact, the 
Schiitzenberger product is obtained by replacing the ring Z/nZ by the 
boolean semiring in the previous construction). We can now state 

THEOREM 3.1. Let L,,, . . . . Lk be languages of A* recognized by monoids 
A4 0, . . . . Mk, respectively, let a,, . . . . ak be letters of A*, and let 0 <r < n be 
two integers. Then (L,a,L, -..akLk)r,n is recognized by the monoid ZfnZ 0 

(MO, ***, Mk). 

Proof Since Li is recognized by Mi, there exists, for each i, a morphism 
vi: A* -+ M, and a subset Pi of Mi such that Li = P,qZ: I. Define a mapping 
p: A* + R = Z/nZ 0 (M,, . . . . Mk) by setting 

t”P)i,j= C (l, ..*9 l, ui?i, ..*9 ujqj, l, ...9 l) for i<j 
u,a,+,u,+,...aju,=u 

and 

(Up)i, j = 0 for i> j. 

Observe that (a~)~,~= (1, . . . . 1, uiqi, 1, . . . . 1) so that p is really a mapping 
into R. We first prove 
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LEMMA 3.2. p is a monoid morphism. 

Proof Let U, v E A *. Since the product of two upper-triangular matrices 
is upper-triangular, we have (uv) pi, j= 0 = (upv~)~. j for all i > j. Next 
assume that i d j. Then 

(uv)pi,i= 2 (1, . ..) 1, Uiyli, . ..) ujqj, 1, . ..) 1). 
u,a,+,u,+,...a,u,=ua 

This last sum breaks into smaller pieces depending on the factorization of 
uiai+ 1 ui+ 1 . . ajuj induced by the factorization UV. More formally, we have 

tuv) Pi, j 

X 1 (l9 ...2 l, ulVs, Us+lVs+l~ ‘..9 ujVj, l, ...) I) 

u;os+,u,+,..~~,l,u,=o 

= 1 (“PLi,s)(vPs, j) = (WvP)i, j’ 

i<Sd j  

LetP=P,xP,x . ..xP.andlet 

Q= qeR qO,k= c I,mand c &,,=r . 
1 I PtGM ??leP I 

We claim that Qp-i = (LOal L, ...akLk)r,n. Indeed, we have 

Qp-‘= {u~A*lup~Q} 

(u~)~,~= 1 I,mand 1 &,,=r 
meM l?leP 

But 

and thus Q,D -’ is the set of all u E A* such that the integer 

Card{(u,, ,..., Uk)IUOal...akuk=Uandu,?,EP, ,..., ukqkEPk} 

is congruent to r modulo n. Since UJ~E Pi is equivalent to uie Li, we 
obtain 

as required. 

QK’ = (LoalL ...wLL 
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COROLLARY 3.3. Zf L,,, . . . . Lk are recognizable languages of A*, then so 
is the language (L,a,L, ... akLk),, for all 0 Q r< n and a,, . . . . ak E A. 

Proof Let M,, . . . . Mk be finite monoids recognizing L,, . . . . Lk, respec- 
tively. Then Theorem 3.1 shows that Z/nZ 0 (M,, . . . . Mk) is a finite monoid 
recognizing L= (L,a,L, ...akLk)r,n. 

This last result can be specialized for group languages and p-group 
languages. 

COROLLARY 3.4. If L,, . . . . Lk are group languages, then so is 
(L,a,L,.-.a,L,),,forallO<r<nanda ,,..., a,EA. 

ProoJ: It suffices to show that if M,, . . . . M, are finite groups, then the 
monoid R = iZ/nH 0 (AI,, . . . . Mk) is also a finite group. Let q E R. We claim 
that the matrix p defined by 

is the inverse of q. Indeed, let US compute (qp)i,j = C, qi,rpr,j. Since p,,j = 0 
if t>j, we have (qp),j=O for i>j and (qp)i,i=qi,ipi,i=qi,iq~~l = 1. NOW, 

if i-c j, we have 

(4P)i,j=4i,iPi,j+ C 4i,tPt,j 
i<, 

where E is the set of all sequences (i,, . . . . i,) such that i = i, < i, < .a. < 
i, = j and F is the set of all pairs (t, u), where i < t and u = (j,, . . . . j,) is a 
sequence such that t = j, < j, < . . . -C j, = j. 

Since i < j, we can define a bijection c E + F by setting 

Moreover, we have 

(i,, . . . . i,)o = (iI, (iI, . . . . i,)). 

and thus, in the summation above, the term indexed by (i,,, . . . . i,) E E is the 
opposite of the term indexed by (iO, . . . . i,)o. Therefore (qp)i,j= 0 and p is 
the inverse of q. Now it is easy to see that p E R and thus R is a finite 
group. 

481/137/2-5 
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COROLLARY 3.5. If L,, . . . . L, are p-group languages of A*, then so is the 
language (L,a, L, ...akLk),,pn for all r, n such that O<r<p” and 
a, , . . . . ak E A. 

ProojY It suffices to show that if M,, . . . . M, are p-groups, then the 
monoid R = Z/nZ 0 (M,, . . . . Mk) is also a p-group. Let m E R. Then for 
0 6 i < k, the diagonal elements mji of m can be identified to an element of 
Mi. Since each Mi is a p-group, one can find an integer t such that, for 
O<i<k, mpl.=l. Thus q=mp’ 
diagonal entries are all equal to 1. 

is an upper triangular matrix whose 

We now show that the order of q is a power of p. Let s be an integer 
such that s >n and pS 3 k + 1 and let qO, q,, . . . . qS be the sequence of 
matrices defined by q0 = q and qi+ 1 =qf for O<i<s- 1. We claim that 
for 0 < id s, there exists a strictly upper triangular matrix ni E R such that 
qi = 1 + ph,. Indeed, for i= 0, we have q0 = q = 1 + n,, where n, is the 
matrix obtained from q by replacing every 1 on the diagonal by a 0. 
Assume by induction that qi = 1 + pini where ni is strictly upper triangular. 
Then nf+l= 0 and we have 

But it is well known that p divides (7) for 0 < j< pS and hence for 
0 <j< k. It follows that qi+ , = 1 + p’+‘ni+ 1, where 

ni+l=o~<k~(~‘) (PiP1 (nili. . . 
This proves the claim, since ni+ , is upper triangular. It follows in particular 
that qS = 1 + pSns = 1 since p” divides p’. Therefore the order of m is a 
power of p and R is a p-group. 

4. PROPERTIES OF OPEN SETS 

In this section, we show that open sets are closed under various classical 
operations of language theory. Let us start with the right and left quotients. 

PROPOSITION 4.1. Let X and L be two languages of A*. Zf L is open in 
F (resp. Fp), then so are X-IL and LX-‘. 

Proof. By definition, X-IL = U, E x x - ‘L. Therefore it suffices to show 
that x-‘L is open for every x E A*. But, by Corollary 2.4 the multiplication 
is continuous and in particular, the function cp: A* + A* defined by 
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ucp = xu is continuous. Therefore, the language x- ‘L = Lq - ’ is open. The 
proof for LX- ’ is similar. 

THEOREM 4.2. Let L,, . . . . Lk be group (resp. p-group languages) and let 
a,, ,,., ak be letters. Then L,a, L, . . . a,Lk is open in F (resp. Fp). 

Proof: Again, we only give the proof for rp. We claim that 

POalLl . ..akLkL.f. 
n 

Indeed, let j(u) be the number of factorizations of a word u of the form 
uOal 4 ~~~a~u~withuo~Lo,...,~~~Lk.Ifu~LOalL,~~~a,L,,thenf(u)>O 
and thus UE (Loa, L, ...a,L,)fC,,,., where n is such that f(u) < p”. Con- 
versely, if UE (Lou, L, ...akLk),,pn for some 0 < r < p”, thenf(u) = r mod p” 
by definition and thus f(u) > 0. Therefore, u E Loa, L1 ... akLk. Thus 
the claim holds and L,a,L, . . . ak L, is open by Proposition 2.2 and 
Corollary 3.5. 

This theorem has some interesting consequences. 

COROLLARY 4.3. Let Lo,..., Lk be open in f (resp. Fp) and let a,, . . . . ak 
be letters. Then L,a,L, ... a,L, is open in F (resp. Yp). 

Proof By Proposition 2.2, every Li is union of group (resp. p-group) 
languages. Now concatenation distributes over union and thus L= 
Loal L . . . akLk is union of languages of the form K= Koar K, . ..a.K,, 
where K,, . . . . Kk are group (resp. p-group) languages. Since each K is open 
by Theorem 4.2, L is also open. 

COROLLARY 4.4. The open sets of F (resp. Fp) are stable under unipn, 
concatenation and plus operation. 

Proof. Let K and L be two open sets of A*. Then Ku L is open by 
definition of a topology. Moreover, we have 

and 

KL= u Ka(a-‘L) if l$L 
OEA 

> 
if MEL. 

Thus KL is open by Proposition 4.1 and Corollary 4.3. Finally, L+ = 

u n ,. L”. But L” is open, by induction on n, and thus so is L+. 
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Recall that the shuffle ideal generated by a language L is the set 

S = {U E A* 1 there exists a word MI in L that is a subword of u}. 

COROLLARY 4.5. For every language L c A*, the shuffle ideal generated 
by L is open in Y (resp. Yp). 

ProoJ: Every shuffle ideal is union of languages of the form A*a, A* ... 
A*a,A*. Therefore, the result follows from Corollary 4.3. 

The next result shows that open sets are preserved under certain monoid 
morphisms between free monoids. 

THEOREM 4.6, Let q: A* -+ B* be a surjective, length-preserving 
morphism between two free monoids. Then cp is an open map for 9 (resp. 

q. 

Proof: Since every open set of 5 (resp. YP) is union of (p-)group 
languages, it suffices to show that if L is a (p-)group language, then Lq is 
open. Let q: A* + G be a morphism onto a (p-)group G that recognizes L. 
Consider for each letter a E A, an injective monoid morphism cp,: B* -+ A* 
such that (P~(P is the identity on B* and acpcp, = c1 (such a morphism exists 
since q is surjective and length-preserving). Finally, define a substitution 
O: A* + B* by setting, for every letter a E A, 

a0 = (arpj-‘) cp,‘. 

Then, for every a E A, 

acpEaq;’ c (WC’) cp,’ =aac(arp-‘)cp. 

It follows, for every u E A*, u~~Eu(Tc(u~~~~)(P and thus 

LCpcLac(Lqq-‘)cp=Lql, 

that is, Lq = Lo. Now, for every a E A, the language aqq ~ i is recognized by 
G and hence is open. But cpu is continuous by Corollary 2.6, and thus 
UCJ = (a~?-‘) cp;’ is also open. Furthermore, open sets are preserved under 
concatenation by Theorem 4.4, so that UCJ is open for every u E A+. It 
follows that if L c A +, then Lq = UUE L urr is open. Finally, if 1 E L, then 
we have 

where y: B* -+ A* is any monoid morphism such that yq is the identity on 
B*. It follows that (lqq-‘)y-’ is open. But (L\l)cp is open by the above 
argument and therefore Lq is open in every case. 1 
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The next result is in fact a generalization of Theorem 4.6, but the proof 
we propose is much more involved. A much shorter proof would follow 
from the conjecture discussed in Section 7 below. 

THEOREM 4.7. Let o: A* -+ B* be a non-empty substitution. Then for 
every set o of B* that is open in F (resp. Fp), CIX~’ = {UE A* 1 
240 n w # 0 } is also open. 

Proof: Since every open set of 5 (resp. FP) is union of (p-)group 
languages, it suffices to show that if L is a (p)-group language, then La ~ ’ 
is open. But this is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.2 and of the 
following result, of independent interest. 

THEOREM 4.8. Let Q: A* -+ B* be a non-empty substitution. Zf L is a 
group (resp. p-group) language of B*, then La-l is a finite union of 
languages of the form L,a, L, .. . akLk, where a,, . . . . ak are letters and 
L 0, ***, L, are group (resp. p-group) languages. 

Proof: Let W = (Q, B, ., q,,, F) be the minimal automaton of L. Then 93 
is a (p-)group automaton. If K is a subset of Q, we denote by lKj the 
number of elements in K, and, for every word u E B*, we set 

K.u= {q.ulqEK}. 

Note that, as every letter induces a permutation on Q, we have 1 K. uI = I KI 
for every word u of B*. Since a is non-empty, we can select for every letter 
a E A, a word acp E aa. We now construct a non-deterministic automaton d 
recognizing La-‘. For the convenience of the reader, an example of this 
construction will be given after the formal proof. Let d = (2Q\{ @}, A, T, 
(qo},8), where 9= {KcQIK~FZ~} and the set of transitions T is 
equal to T, u T2, where T, and T2 are given by the following formulae: 

Tl = ((4 a, K.(acp))l a E A and K is a non-empty subset of Q) 

and 

T, = K, a, u K. u a E A and K is a non-empty subset of Q . 
ItELIfJ >I 

For 1 < k d I Ql, denote by 5$(Q) the set of all k-element subsets of Q. We 
first prove 

LEMMA 4.9. The restriction &‘,, of S? to $(Q) is a (p-)group automaton. 

Proof Let K,K’EY~(Q) and let (K,a,K’)ET. If (K,a,K’)ET2, then 
K’= U-0 K. u and I K’I = JKI = k. It follows, since K. (acp) c K’ and 
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(K.(acp)l = IK:), that K’=K.(acp). Similarly, K’= K.(acp) if (K, a, K’)E T,. 
It follows that A$ is a deterministic automaton whose transitions are of the 
form (K, a, K. (acp)). Therefore the transition monoid of & divides the 
transition monoid of d and thus is a (p-)group. 

Next we show 

LEMMA 4.10. The automaton .Ce recognizes LC ‘. 

Proof Let u = a, -..ak be a word of La-l. Then by definition, 
(a,. . . uk)cr n L#@, and there exist ui EU~U, . . . . uk~ako such that 
Ul ...u,eL. Let (qJOGick be the sequence of states of 68 defined by qi+ , = 
qi ui+ i . Then qk E F, since U, . . . uk E L. Let ( Kj)O < ic k be the sequence of . . 
states of d defined by 

K, = {qoj and for i>O, Ki+,= u Ki.u. 
UECIIO 

Then (K,, a,, K, ), (K, , u2, K2), . . . . ( Kkp 1, uk, Kk) is a sequence of 
transitions of &. Furthermore, since USE a,~, qie Ki for every i> 0, and 
in particular qk E Fn Kk, so that Kk is a final state in d. Therefore 
u = a, . . . ak is accepted by d. 

Conversely, let u = a, . . . ak be a word of A* accepted by d, and let 
Wo, a,, K,h W,, a,, K2), . ..t (K--l, uk, Kk) be a successful path for U. 
Then K,={q,}, FnK,#@, and, for O<idk, either Ki+,=Ki.(aicp) or 
Ki+ I= Uusa,o Ki. U. Therefore, there exists a sequence qk, . . . . q,, of states of 
Q such that 

(4 qk E Fn fL 
(b) for 0 6 i < k, qiE Ki and there exists a word U;E (zig such that 

4i+l = qi.ui. 

It follows that qO.u,...uk=qkEF, so that u,...u,~Ln(a,...a,)a. 
Therefore a, . . . uk E La ~ ‘. 1 

We can now complete the proof of Theorem 4.8. For each K, K’ E Yk(Q), 
denote by L(K, K’) the language recognized by the automaton &k with K 
as initial state and K’ as the unique final state. By Lemma 4.9, L(K, K’) is 
a (p-)group language. We claim that 

Lo-‘=u L(K,, K&)a,L(K,, K;)a,...a,L(K,, K:), 

where the union is taken over all sequences K,, K&, a,, K,, K;, a*, . . . . a,, 
KS, K: satisfying the following conditions: 

(a) Jb, G, K,, G, . . . . KS, K: are subsets of Q and IK,,l = IKbl < 
lK,l = IGI < ... < lKs,l = lK:l, 
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(b) Ko= {qo} and KnFZ0, 
(c) a,, a2, . . . . a, are letters of A such that, for 1 <i< s, 

W: 13 ai, Ki) E T. 

First if UEL(&, Kb) a,L(K,, K;) a, . . . a,L(K,, Kl.), the previous condi- 
tions show that u is accepted by .d and thus belongs to La- ‘. Conversely, 
let u be a word of A* accepted by d. Then, since every transition 
(K,a,K’)ETsatisties ~K(~~K’~,onecanfactoruasu=u,a,u,...a,u,and 
find some subsets K,, Kb, K,, K;, . . . . KS, K:. of Q such that I&j = I&l < 
IK,l= K;I < ... < IK,J = lK:( and uoeL(Ko, Kb), u, E L(K,, K’,), . . . . QE 
L(K,, K;). Thus UE L(K,, Kb) a, . ..a.L(K,, K;). 1 

EXAMPLE. Let A={a,b}, B={a,b,c} and let o:A*+B* be the 
substitution defined by aa = {ba, cb}, ha = a*h and cc = {~a}. Let L be the 
group-language of B* recognized by the automaton represented below. 

c 

2 
c a 

4 

1 b a b 

b a 
3 

c 

We set aq = ba E ats, bq = b E bo, cq = ca E bo and we apply the construc- 
tion described above to produce a non-deterministic automaton that 
recognizes Lo - ‘. 

b 

a, b 

b 
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We can now completely clarify the properties of the three maps 
considered in Section 1. 

THEOREM 4.11. The following properties hold: 

(a) 6 is an open but noncontinuous map from (A”, d) onto (K, d); 

(b) 7~ is an open and continuous map from (A”, d) onto (F(A), d); 

(c) /? is an open and continuous bijection from (K, d) onto (F(A), d). 

The same properties are true for d, instead of d. 

Proof We give the proof for d, but the proof for d, can be easily 
adapted. 

(a) Let D* be the Dyck set defined in Example 3, and let (T: A”* + a* 
be the substitution defined, for every b EA”, by ba = D*bD*. It is known 
that for every subset S of A”*, S6 = SK’ n K. Thus if S is open in A”*, then, 
by Theorem 4.8 and Corollary 4.3, Sap1 is open in A*, and thus SO- ’ n K 
is open in K. Therefore, 6 is open. Now 6 is not continuous since, for 
instance, 

lim (ab”!fi)6 = lim (ab”!ii) = ati # ( lim ab”!C)6 = (ati) = 1. 
n-00 n-cc n-00 

(b) Let G be a finite discrete group and let cp: F(A) -+ G be a monoid 
morphism. If P is a subset of G, then P(q) ~ ’ is by construction a group- 
language and hence an open subset of A*. This shows that r~(p is con- 
tinuous. Since this result holds for any monoid morphism onto a finite 
group, cp itself is continuous. Let L be an open subset of A*. Then by 
Proposition 2.2, L is a (possibly infinite) union of group-languages. Now, 
by Theorem 1.11, the image by x of a group-language is a recognizable 
subset of the free group, and thus, an open set. This shows that n is open. 

(c) Let 1: K + A”* be the natural injection. Then r is a continuous 
map from (K, d) into (B*, d) and /? = ZX. Thus, by (b), B is continuous. But 
/3 is also equal to 6-l~ and thus p is open by (a) and (b). 

5. TOPOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF RECOGNIZABLE SETS 

In this section, we investigate the topological properties of recognizable 
sets. More precisely, we show that certain topological properties of 
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recognizable sets have a nice algebraic counterpart on the structure of their 
syntactic monoid. However, some of the properties we have in view 
depends on a still unproved conjecture and are discussed separately in 
Section 7. 

Let L be a recognizable language of A*. We shall denote by A4 the syn- 
tactic monoid of L, by E(M) the set of idempotents of M, by q: A* + M 
the syntactic morphism of L, and by P= Ln the image of L in its syntactic 
monoid. The key result is the following. 

THEOREM 5.1. 1f L is closed in Y (resp. Yr), then, for each s, t E M and 
each e E E(M), set E P implies st E P. If L is open in Y (resp. Yp), then, for 
each s, t E M and each e E E(M), st E P implies set E P. 

The proof uses an elementary, but useful lemma. 

LEMMA 5.2. Let L be a recognizable language. The following conditions 
are equivalent. 

(a) For each x, y, u E A*, the condition xu + y c L implies xy E L. 

(b) For each s, t E M and each e E E(M), set E P imphes st E P. 

Proof Suppose that (a) holds. Let s, t E M and e E E(M) be such that 
set E P. Let x E sy - ‘, y E tq - ‘, and u E eq -I. Then since e is idempotent, 
xu+y is contained in L and thus, by (a), xy~ L. It follows that (xy)~ = 
st E P, and thus (b) is satisfied. Conversely, assume that (b) holds, and let 
x, y, u be words such that xu+y c L. Since M is finite, there exists an 
integer n such that e = u”q is idempotent. Then xu”y~ L, so that set E P, 
and st E P by (b). It follows that xy E Pn-’ = L. 

Proof of Theorem 5.1. We give the proof for F, but the proof for Fp 
is similar. It sufftces to show that L satisfies condition (a) of Lemma 5.2. 
Assume that xu+y c L for some words x, U, and y. Then we have UX% E L 
for every n > 0. Now, by Proposition 2.7, lim,, o. x”! = 1, and hence 
lim, + oo UX% = uv (since the multiplication is continuous). It follows, 
since L is closed, that uv E L. 

Suppose now that L is open. Then A*\L is closed, and (A*\L)n = M\P. 
Therefore, by the first part of the theorem, for each s, t E M and each 
e E E(M), set E M\P implies st E M\P. But this last condition is equivalent 
to st E P implies set E P. 

This theorem has some interesting consequences on the structure of h4 
itself. 

COROLLARY 5.3. Let L be a recognizable language of A*. Zf L is open or 
closed in Y (resp. Fp), then every regular Sclass of M is a Brandt semi- 
group. 
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Proof Since the syntactic monoid of L is equal to the syntactic monoid 
of A*\L, it suffices to prove the result when L is open. We have to show 
that, for all e, ,f~ E(M), eS?f (resp. e2f) implies e =f: We treat the case 
e92f (the other case being similar). Then we have ef = f and fe = e. Suppose 
that set E P. Then by Theorem 5.2, (se) ft E P and hence sft E P. Conversely, 
sft E P implies set E P. It follows that e and f are syntactically equivalent 
and therefore e = f as required. 

The previous results can be improved in the case of the topology FP. We 
first prove an analogous version of Lemma 5.2. Let p be a prime number. 

LEMMA 5.4. Let L be a recognizable language. The following conditions 
are equivalent. 

(1) For each s, t E M and each e E E(M), set E P implies st E P, and the 
structure group of every regular s-class of M is a p-group. 

(2) For every x, u, y E A*, for every n > 0, the condition x( u”) + y c L 
implies x( u(“’ p))* y c L. 

Proof We prove that (1) implies (2). Set n = (n, p)m and v = ~(~7~). We 
have to show that x(P)+ y c L implies xv*y c L. Let s = xv, t = yq, r = vn, 
and let N be the submonoid of M generated by r. Similarly, let S be the 
subsemigroup of M generated by r”‘. Then, by hypothesis, sSt is contained 
in P. We claim that sNt is contained in P. Since N is monogenic, its mini- 
mal ideal is a cyclic group H, and even a cyclic p-group by (1). Let rk be 
a generator of H. As m and p are relatively prime, (rk)m = (rm)k is also a 
generator of H, so that H is contained in S, and sHt c P. Let d be an 
integer such that r md is equal to the identity of M. If r’ is any element of 
M, then ri+md belongs to H and thus sr jfrndt E P. This implies, by (1 ), 
sr’t E P, since rmd is idempotent. Therefore sNt c P, proving the claim. 
Condition (2) follows immediately since xv*y c (sNt) 7-I c Pn-’ = L. 

We now prove that (2) implies (1). The first part of condition (1) is a 
consequence of Lemma 5.2. It remains to show that if g is an element of a 
group G in M, then the order of g is a power of p. Equivalently, we have 
to prove that for every u E A*, there exist two integers r and n such that 
urf-LU rfp”, where - L denotes the syntactic congruence of L. Let s be the 
smallest positive integer such that there exists r > 0 with urwL ur+? We 
claim that s is a power of p. Let x, y E A* be two words such that xu’y E L. 
As urwL urfs, we have XZ/(U~)~ y E L for every n > 0. Thus xu’+ (“,p)y E L 
by condition (2). Conversely, assume that XU”+(~.~)~E L. Then, by the 
same argument, XU~+(~,~)(U~)” ye L for every n 20 and therefore 
XU~+(~,~)(U(~,~))* y c L. It follows that XU~(U(~‘~) + ) ycL, so that xu’y~L 
by condition (2). Therefore u’ -L ur+ (s,p) and hence s = (s, p) by the mini- 
mality of s. Thus the claim holds, proving the lemma. 
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THEOREM 5.5. Let L be a recognizable language of A*. Zf L is open or 
closed in Fp,, then the structure group of every regular %class of M is a 
p-group. 

Proof. Just as in the proof of Corollary 5.3, we may assume that L is 
closed. It is suffkient to show that if g is an element of a group G in M, 
then the order of g is a power of p. Equivalently, we have to prove that for 
every x E A*, there exist two integers r and n such that xr N L x~+~“. Let s 
be the smallest positive integer such that there exists r >, 0 with xr wL xr + u. 
We claim that s is a power of p. For otherwise, there exists a strictly 
increasing infinite sequence (rn)n20 such that 

pro~prl~ . . sprns . . . s -bmods, 

where 0 < b <s. Let u, v E A* be two words such that ux’v E L. Then, for 
every i>O, ux r+p”+ bv E L, since xr -L xr+s and s divides prS+b. Now, by 
Proposition 2.7(b), we have lim i _ oc xp” = 1 and, since the multiplication is 
continuous, 

lim ux rfp’~+bv=UXr+bv~ 
i-m 

It follows, since L is closed, that ux r+ bv belongs to L. Therefore, for every 
u, VEA*, uxrv E L implies ux r+ by E L. Conversely, assume that ux’+ bv E L. 
Then, by induction, ux r + “bv E L for every n > 0. In particular, uxr +Sbv E L 
and, since xr -L x~+~, we also have ux’v E L. Thus xr wL x’+ b, a contra- 
diction, since 0 < b < s. 

COROLLARY 5.6. Let L be a recognizable language. Then L is clopen in 
F (resp. Fp) if and only if L is a group (resp. p-group) language. 

Proof: We give the proof for Jo. r If L is a p-group language, then L is 
open by definition, and is closed, since A*\L is also a p-group language. 
Conversely, assume that L is clopen. Then, by Corollary 5.4, for every 
s, t E M, and for every e E E(M), set E P is equivalent to st E P. It follows, 
since M is the syntactic monoid of L, that 1 is the unique idempotent of 
M. Therefore M is a group, and in fact a p-group, by Corollary 5.5. 

The next proposition shows the only recognizable compact subsets are 
trivial. 

THEOREM 5.7. Let L be a recognizable language. Then L is compact in F 
(resp. Fp) if and only if L is finite. 

Proof Again, we give the proof for Y-, but the proof for Yp would be 
similar. Since L is compact, L is a complete space. Suppose that L is an 
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infinite recognizable language. Then L contains a subset of the form xu*y, 
where x, y, UEA* and u # 1 (this property is known as the “pumping 
lemma” in language theory). Put k = Ixyl. Since lim,, r, un! = 1, and since 
the applications z + xz, z + zy, and z --f ZU- ’ are uniformly continuous, the 
sequence X& “y is a Cauchy sequence. Now, in F(A), lim, _ n;, xun!- “y = 
XU -“y, and therefore the sequence x~‘!-~y has no limit in L, a contra- 
diction. 

6. SUBMONOIDS OF THE FREE MONOID 

The closed subgroups of the free group were studied in [S]. Reutenauer 
[15, 1.61 obtained similar results for the closed submonoids of the free 
monoid. We complete these results in two directions. First, we show that 
some of them hold for both Y and Yp. Next, we give an effective algorithm 
to compute the topological closure of a given recognizable submonoid of 
(A*, d). We first recall a fundamental result of M. Hall. 

THEOREM 6.1 [S]. Every finitely generated subgroup of the free group is 
closed in the finite group topology. 

No such theorem is known for the p-adic topology. We conjecture that 
a finitely generated p-pure subgroup of the free group is closed in the p-adic 
topology. We now come back to the structure of closed submonoids of the 
free monoid. 

THEOREM 6.2. Let X* be a recognizable submonoid of (A*, d). Then 
X*=(X)nA*. 

Proof Since F is the restriction to A* of the group topology for F(A), 
the closure of X* in A* is equal to Fn A*, where F denotes the closure of 
X* in F(A). Therefore it suffices to show that F= (X). As X* is a monoid, 
F is a closed submonoid and even a closed subgroup of F(A) [ 15, Proposi- 
tion 73. In particular, (X) is contained in F. Furthermore, (X) is a 
rational subgroup of F(A) and thus is finitely generated by Proposition 1.9 
and closed by Theorem 6.1. Therefore (X) is a closed subgroup containing 
X*, and hence F. Thus (X) = F. 

COROLLARY 6.3. There is an algorithm to compute the closure in (A*, d) 
of a given recognizable submonoid of A*. 

We now give several characterizations of the closed submonoids of A*. 
The lirst four conditions were given in [15, 163. Recall that a subset S of 
a monoid M is strong if for every s, t, x, y E M, the conditions sx, yx, 
yt E M imply st E M. 
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THEOREM 6.4. Let X* be a recognizable submonoid of A*. The following 
conditions are equivalent: 

(1) X* is a closed submonoid of A*; 

(2) X* is the intersection of A* and of a finitely generated subgroup 
ofr;(A); 

(3) X*=A*n(X); 

(4) the minimal automaton of X* is reversible and its uniquefinal state 
is equal to the initial state; 

(5) X* is a strong subset of A*; 

(6) P is a strong subset of M; 

(7) for every s, t E M and e E E(M), set E P implies st E P. 

Proof The reader is referred to [ 15, 161 for the equivalence of (1 k(4), 
and to [4, p. 2751 for the fact that (5) implies (4). Furthermore (1) implies 
(7) by Theorem 5.1. 

We show that (7) implies (6). Let s, t, x, y be elements of M such that 
sx, yx, yt E P and let n be a positive integer such that (xy)” is idempotent. 
Then s(xy)” t = sx(yx)“-’ yt E P, since P is a submonoid of M. Thus, by 
(7), st belongs to P. 

It remains to prove that (6) implies (5). Let s, t, x, y be words of A* 
such that sx, yx, yt E X*. Then (sq)(xq), (yq)(xq), (y?)(m) E X*q = P and, 
since P is strong, (st)n = (s?)(m) belongs to P. Therefore st E Pq-’ =X* 
and X* is strong. 

Let us mention another result of Reutenauer. Recall that the basis of a 
submonoid M of A* is the set (M\{ l))\(M\(l I)‘, that is the smallest 
subset of M generating M. 

THEOREM 6.5 [15]. Let X* be a recognizable closed submonoid of 
(A*, d) with basis X. Then X is a closed biprefix code. 

It is well known that every open subgroup of a topological group is also 
closed. A similar result holds for the free submonoids of the free monoid. 

THEOREM 6.6. Let X* be a free submonoid of A*. The following condi- 
tions are equivalent: 

(1) X* is open in F (resp. &); 

(2) X* is c/open in 9 (resp. Fp); 

(3) X* is a group language (resp. a p-group language). 

Proof. We first give the proof for Y. Clearly (2) implies (l), and (3) 
implies (2) by Corollary 5.4. We show that (1) implies (3). Suppose that 
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X* is open. We claim that X* is a strong subset of A*. Indeed, assume that 
sx, yx, rt E X*. Then 

yt = lim y(xs)“! t = lim yx(sx)“! ’ st. 
n-x n + cc 

Now, since A *\X* is closed and, since yt does not belong to A *\X*, there 
exists an n > 0 such that yx(sx)“~’ st~X*. It follows that st E (X*)-l X*. 
A similar argument would show that st E X*(X*))‘. But X* is free, so that 
X* = (X*)-l X* nX*(X*))‘. Thus st belongs to X*, proving the claim. 

Next we show that X* = (X) n A *. The inclusion X* c (X) n A* is 
obvious. Conversely, let g be an element of (X) A A*. Then g admits a fac- 
torization of the form g = (~~6, U, . . . U,U,), where uO, u, , U, , . . . . u,, U, E X*. 
We prove by induction on n that g belongs to X*. This is clear if n = 0. 
If n is positive, there exists, by Proposition 1.7, an index i such that 
h = (u,+ i fiiui)n is positive. Therefore there exist some words s, t, x, y, such 
that ui- i =sx, vi= yx, and U, = yt. It follows, since X* is strong, that st 
belongs to X*. But (st)rt=/z, so that g=(u,V,u, . ..tTpl(st) I?;+, . ..D.,u,)~L 
and we conclude by induction. 

Now, since X* is open, it contains an open subset o containing 1. By 
Proposition 2.2, we may assume that w  is a group language. Therefore, 
there exists a monoid morphism cp: A* + G onto a finite group G, and a 
subset P of G such that o = Pep - ‘. As 1 belongs to w, P contains the 
identity of G. Thus X* contains the monoid 1~~‘. By Corollary 1.13, the 
subgroup of F(A) generated by 19 -’ has finite index. Thus (X) contains 
a subgroup of finite index, and hence is also of finite index. It follows, by 
Corollary 1.13, that X* = (X) n A* is a group language. 

We now prove the result for Yp. Similarly, (2) implies (l), and (3) 
implies (2) and it suffices showing that (1) implies (3). If X* is open in Yp,, 
then X*,is open in Y, and by the first part of the theorem, X* is a group 
language and hence a recognizable language. It follows by Corollary 5.6 
that X* is a p-group language. 

The equivalence of (2) and (3) is true even if X* is not free [ 15, Proposi- 
tion 111. However, (1) does not imply (2) if X* is not free. For instance, 
if A = {a, b}, then X* = A*\[(ab)* au (ba)* b] is a (recognizable) open 
submonoid of A*, since its complement (ab)* au (ba)* b is recognized by 
a reversible automaton, and hence is closed [ 131. However, X* is not 
closed, since for every n > 0, an!+] belongs to X*, but a = lim,, cc a”!+’ is 
not in X*. 

7. THE MAIN CONJECTURE AND ITS CONSEQUENCES 

This section is devoted to the study of an important conjecture, which 
we now state precisely. We keep the notation of Section 6: L denotes a 
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recognizable language, A4 denotes its syntactic monoid, and P denotes the 
image of L in M. 

Conjecture. If for each s, t E A4 and each e E E(M), set E P implies st E P, 
then L is closed in 5. 

There is an analogous conjecture for the topology Fp, but it is fair to say 
that, contrary to the conjecture relative to 5, this one is not supported by 
partial results. 

Conjecture for Fr . If for each s, t E A4 and each e E E(M), set E P implies 
st E P, and if the structure group of every regular g-class of A4 is a p-group, 
then L is closed in Fp. 

Thus our conjectures can be considered as a converse to Theorem 6.1 
and Corollary 6.3. Of course, there is an equivalent statement for open sets. 

PROPOSITION 7.1. The conjectures are equivalent to the following state- 
ment: If for each s, t E M and each e E E(M), st E P implies set E P, then L is 
open in F. If furthermore the structure group of every regular g-class of M 
is a p-group, then L is open in Fr. 

Proof See the proof of Theorem 6.1. 

Proposition 6.1 gives immediately another equivalent version of the 
conjecture, that does not rely on the structure of the syntactic monoid. 

PROPOSITION 7.2. The conjecture is equivalent to the following statement: 
Zf, for every x, y, UE A*, the condition xu+ y c L implies xy E L, then is 
closed. 

Thus, roughly speaking, our conjecture says that to compute the 
adherence of a recognizable language, it suffices to use the formula 
lim, + oo un! = 1. Here is a third equivalent formulation, which gives an 
algebraic condition on any monoid recognizing L (and not only on the 
syntactic monoid). Let L be a recognizable language recognized by a 
morphism rp: A* + N and let Q be a subset of N such that Q(p - ’ = L. 

PROPOSITION 7.3. The conjecture is equivalent to the following statement: 
Zf for each s, t E N and each e E E(N), set E Q implies st E Q, then L is closed 
in F. 

Proof: Clearly, the conjecture is a particular case of the statement of 
the proposition. Conversely, assume that the conjecture is true and let 
cp:A*+N and QcN be as above. Put N’=A*cp and Q’=QnN’. Then 
for each s, t E N’ and each e E E( N’), set E Q implies st E Q n N’ = Q’. Let M 
be the syntactic monoid of L. Then M is a quotient of N’ (see [4, 121) and 
there is a surjective morphism R: N’ + M such that P= Q’rt and Q’= P71-l. 
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Suppose that set E P for some s, t E M and some e E E(M). Since ecp ~ ’ is a 
finite semigroup, there exists e’ E E(N’) such that e’rc = e. Similarly, there 
exist s’, t’ E N’ such that sn = s’ and t’n = t. Thus s’e’t’ E Px PI = Q’ and thus 
s’t’ E Q’. Therefore st = (s’t’)n E P and L is closed by the conjecture. 

One of the major consequences of the conjecture is to provide an algo- 
rithm to compute the topological closure of a given recognizable language 
in the topology 9. We first introduce some notations. For any subset L of 
A*, we set 

F(L) = {u E A * ) there exists a factorization u = xy 
anduEA*suchthatxu+ycL}. 

The operator F can be iterated by setting, for every n > 0, F”‘(L) = L and 
F”+‘(L) = F(F”(L)). Finally, set F*(L) = UnaO F”(L). The following result 
was communicated to me by J. M. Autebert and L. Boasson. 

THEOREM 7.4. For every recognizable language L, F*(L) is a 
recognizable language and, given L, there is an algorithm to compute F*(L). 

Proof Let & = (Q, A, T, Z, F) be a finite automaton recognizing L. We 
first construct a new finite automaton as follows. If p and q are two states 
of Q such that, in &, there is a path from p to p and a path from p to q 
with the same label, then we add to T the edge (p, 1, q). Similarly, if p and 
q are two states of Q such that, in &, there is a path from p to q and a 
path from q to q with the same label, then we add to T the edge (p, 1, q). 
Finally, we obtain in this way a new set T’ of transitions and we put 
d’ = (Q, A, T’, Z, F). More formally, let, for every p, q E Q, L(p, q) be the 
language recognized by the automaton (Q, A, T, (p}, (9)). Then 

T’= Tu ((~9 1, q)lL(p> ~bU~,d+0} 

” UP? 134) I L(P, 4) n L(q, 4) z 0). 

Note that one can effectively construct a finite automaton recognizing 
L(p, p) n L(p, q) (resp. L(p, q) n L(q, q)). It follows that, given &, the 
construction of &’ is effective. Then we have 

LEMMA 7.5. Let L’ be the language recognized by JS?‘. Then the following 
inclusions hold L c L’ c F*(L). 

Proof: The inclusion L c L’ is trivial, since T is contained in T’. Let w  
be an element of L’. Then there is a successful path p= (qo, a1, ql) 
(41, a2,42)...(qn- ,, a,, qn), with label w  = a, . . . a,. This path can be fac- 
torized by isolating the edges of T’\T (which are necessarily labelled by 1). 
Thus P = po(r, , 1, sl) p1 ...pk--l(rk, 1, s,)p,, wherep, is a path from q. to 
rl with label wo, p1 is a path from si to r2 with label wi, ..,, pk is a path 
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from sk to qn with label wk. By construction, all the edges occurring in 
pO, . . . . pk are elements of T, so that pO, . . . . pk are also paths in .ti. Further- 
more, by definition of T’, there exists, for 1 < i < k, a word ui which is the 
label, in d, of a path from ri to ri and of a path from ri to si (or of a path 
from ri to si and of a path from si to si). In any case we obtain the inclusion 
wo#:wlu~ ... u:wkcL whence w=w,w,...~~~F*(,!,). 

Let &, be the sequence of automata defined by induction by setting 
sBO = &‘, and, for every n > 0, &n + 1 = ~2:. Since the set of states of dn is 
fixed and since Tc T’ in the previous construction, there exists an integer 
m such that, for every n 2 m, &n = J&,. Furthermore, this integer m can be 
effectively computed. Let K be the language recognized by z&. Then 
L c Kc F*(L) by an iterative application of Lemma 6.3. We claim that 
K=F*(L). It suffices to show that F(K) is contained in K, since F*(L) is 
the smallest language containing L which is stable under F. Assume that 
xu+y c K, and let s be the number of states of JY~. Then in particular 
xu’!y E K, and there is a successful path in J& with label xu’!y. Necessarily, 
such a path contains a loop labelled by uk for some k < s, according to the 
following diagram, where p + k + q = s! (and k = 6). 

In particular p + q = 0 mod k (since k < s). Therefore there exists an integer 
I such that O<rrk, p+r=Omodk and k-r+q-Omodk. Thus, there 
is also a successful path labelled by x(up” )(~~)(a~-~‘“) y, such that the 
portion of the path labelled by uk is a loop. 

” k 

x “PC1 “q-‘+k Y 
. r . 

Now since p + r (resp. q - r + k) is a multiple of k, there is also a loop with 
label UP + ’ (resp. ~4 - ’ + k ), and thus there are two transitions labelled by 1, 
which can be represented on the following diagram. 

“k 

k 
1 1 

It follows that XJJE K, proving the claim and the theorem. 

481/137/Z-6 
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We can now state 

THEOREM 7.6. If the conjecture is true, then, for every recognizable 
language L, the topological closure L of L in Y is equal to F*(L). 

Proof: We first show that F*(L) is contained in E. Clearly, it suffices 
to prove that F(L) is contained in E. Let u E F(L). Then by definition, there 
exist factorization u = xy and u E A* such that xu+yc L. It follows that 
u=xy=lim,,, xu”!y belongs to 1. Since L is contained in F*(L), we 
have the double inclusion L c F*(L) c L, and it remains to show that 
F*(L) is closed. But this follows from the conjecture (more precisely, from 
Proposition 7.2), since P*(L) satisfies by definition the condition 
“xu+ycF*(L) implies xyyF*(L).” 

The conjecture provides another algorithm, maybe more explicit, to 
compute the adherence of a recognizable language. We start with an easy 
observation 

PROPOSITION 7.7. Every recognizable language can be written as a finite 
union of languages of the form L,*u, L:u, . . . uk Lz, where L,, . . . . L, are 
recognizable languages and u,, . . . . uk are words. 

Proof: Let %? be the class of all languages that can be written as a finite 
union of languages of the form L$u, L:u, ... ukLz. %? contains the 
singletons since, for every word U, {u} = @*z&3*. %’ is obviously closed 
under union and star, and also under product, since union distributes over 
concatenation product. Thus, by Kleene theorem, V is the class of all 
recognizable languages. 

Note that, given a recognizable language L, one can effectively find an 
expression of L as a finite union of languages of the form L,*uI L:u, . . . 
uk Lz. Now since “the adherence of the union is equal to the union of the 
adherences,” it suffices to describe an algorithm to compute the adherence 
of a language of the form L,*ur L$, ... u,L,*. 

THEOREM 7.8. Let L = L&, L$, . . uk Lz, where LO, . . . . L, are 
recognizable languages and u, , . . . . uk are words. If the conjecture is true, then 
L= (L,) u,(L,) u,..-u,(L,) n A*. 

Proof: The proof breaks down into two parts. First we have 

LEMMA 7.9. (L,) u,(L,) u2...uk(Lk) n A* is contained in F*(L). 

Proof: We use the notations introduced in Section Id. Set, for 0 < i < k, 
L(= {iilUELi}, and let g be an element of (L,)u,(L,)u,... 
u,(L,)nA*. Then there exists a word w~fL~uL~)*u,~~~u~(L~uL~)* 
such that WK = g. Let n be the number of occurrences of letters of A’ in w. 
We show by induction on n that gE F*(L). 
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If n = 0, then w  E L and the result is trivial. Otherwise, w  has a factoriza- 
tion of the form w= w,,ui ..‘ukwk, where each W,E (Liu Li)*. Thus each 
wi can be further factorized as w~=u~,~O~,,U~,~ ...Ui,k,~i,ki, where the ui,fs 
and the ui,/s belong to Li. Therefore, Proposition 1.5 shows that there exist 
an index i and a factorization w  = ~$6; y such that 

(a) Vl’V; E L,!, that is, vi = u:uy E Li n A +, 

(b) (xOy)?r and (tijy)~~ are positive elements of F(A), 
(c) xE(LouL~)*ul~~~u,(LiuL;)* and yE(LiuL;)*Ui+l... 

Uk( L, u L;)*. 

Consequently, we have, for every n > 0, 

w, = xV(‘(u~u~)” Fly = x(u~u(‘)“-’ ye (L, u Lb)* uI . ..u.(L,u Lb)* n A*. 

Furthermore, the number of occurrences of letters from A’ in w, is strictly 
smaller than in w. It follows, by the induction hypothesis, that 
w,rc E F*(L). Therefore, 

(xv;‘(ul’u()+ v;y)7c c F*(L) 

and thus g = wrr = (xfi(‘Vjy)rr E F*(L) by definition of F*(L). 

Let K= (L,) u,(L,) u2 ... uk( Lk) n A*. The second part of the proof 
consists in proving the following result. 

LEMMA 7.10. F(K) is contained in K. 

Proof. We first describe an automaton recognizing (L,) u,(L,) u2 ... 
uc(Lk). The subsets (L,), (L,), . . . . (Lk) are rational subgroups of F(A) 
and, by Proposition 1.9, are finitely generated. Therefore, by Proposi- 
tion 1.4, these subsets are accepted by some injective automata d= 
(Q;, A, Ti, {qi), {q;I), w  h ere 0 <i< k. We also associate to every word 
Ui=ai,lai,2 . . a,, an automaton Bi = (Q,, A, T;, { qi,o}, { ql,n,}) represented 
below. 

Formally, 

and 

Tl= ((q;,o, ai,l, q;,lL (q;,l, ai.2, qi,2), -7 (qi.n,- 1, a;,“,, qi,n,)}. 
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We now “sew” the JZ$S and 24:s together according to the following 
diagram. 

More formally, we consider the automaton .01= (Q, A, T, Z, F), where 
Z={qo), F={q,}, Q=QouQ;uQlu ... uQ;uQ,, and T=T,u 
T; u T, v ... u Tb u T/c u ho, 1, q,,,), (ql,,q, Lql), (419 1, qz,lh ..., 
(4 k l,nk’ l, qk)). 

Then, &‘, as an automaton acting in the free group, recognizes 
(Lo) u,(L,) u~...u~(L~). It suffices to show that, for every x, yeA*, 
UEA+, xu+y c K implies xy E K. Let n = Card Q. If xu+y c K, then, in 
particular, 

x&YE (Lo) u,(L,) U2”‘Uk(Lk). 

Therefore there exists in .d a successful path with label weF(A) such that 
w7-c = x&y. This path can be decomposed into consecutive subpaths 
boy woT d h, w17 ~~1, . . . . h!, w,!, s,!+d, (s,!+~, w,! +ly s,!+J, such that 
so=qo, snIt2=qk, and worr=xx, wrrc= . ..w.!rt=u, w,!+rn= y. Now, by 
the pigeon hole principle, there exist two indices i and j satisfying 
1 < i<j= i+ r with r < n and si= sj. Furthermore, this state si certainly 
belongs to some automaton .& (since the 99;s contain no loops). Therefore, 
in -QI;, there is a loop with label wiwi+ r ... wirr r around si. Note that 

Since &t is an injective automaton containing in particular no transition 
with label 1, this loop can be read “backwards”: that is, there is also a loop 
around si with label 

wi+, -1 . ..w.+,wi. 

As r < n, r divides n! and n! = rq for some q > 0. Consider the successful 
path (so, wo, s,), . . . . (Si-,,Wi l,Si), (si,witr.-l”.wi+rWi,“i)q-l 

(sj,wj,sj+1)...(s,!+1,w,!+l,s,!+~). The label of this path is 
w  0 ...w~-~(W~~~+~...W~+~ r)q r wj...w,!+, and satisfies 

two ...wi~,(wiwi+,...wi+r-1)4 1 W,...W,!,,)7c 
=xui- l(Ur)l-q Un!-j+ly=xy. 

Therefore, xy is accepted by d and hence xy E K as required. 
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We can now conclude the proof of Theorem 7.8. By Lemma 7.10, F(K) 
is contained in K and, hence, P’*(K) = K. Since L is contained in K, it 
follows that F*(L) cF*(K) = K. On the other hand, Lemma 7.9 shows 
that K is contained in F*(L), so that K=F*(L). Finally, if the conjecture 
is true, then F*(L) = L by Theorem 7.6, which proves the theorem. 1 

The conjecture has some other interesting consequences. First of all, it 
gives a short proof of Theorem 4.8 (for the topology y). Indeed, let 
c A* -+ B* be a non-empty substitution. It suffices to show that, if L is a 
group language of B*, then La-’ is open in (A*, d). Let q: B* + G be the 
syntactic morphism of L, and let P be the subset of the group G such that 
Pq -’ = L. Let 9(G) be the monoid of non-empty subsets of G under the 
multiplication 

XY= {xy]xEXand YE Y}, 

and let cp: A* -+ B(G) be the monoid morphism defined by acp = aa?. Let 
R be the subset of p(G) defined by 

R={QcGlQnP#fa}. 

Then, one can easily verify that La-’ = Rq - ‘. Thus, by Proposition 7.2 
and 7.3, it suffices to show that, for every idempotent E of B(G), and any 
X, YE B(G), XY E R implies XEY E R. But an idempotent of B(G) is just 
a subgroup of G, and in particular contains 1. Now if XYE R then 
XYnP#@,andhenceX.l.YnP#fZ/,sothatXEYnP#ja.Therefore 
XEY E R as required. 

Our conjecture, if true, would also solve positively an open problem on 
finite semigroups, for the solution of which J. Rhodes has offered $100. This 
problem and its various consequences are discussed in detail in [ 141, so 
that we will just state it without further comments in this paper. 

Let A4 be a semigroup. The kernel of M is the subsemigroup 

K(M) = (-) lr-‘, 

where the intersection is taken over all relational morphisms r from M into 
a group G. This kernel plays an important role in the study of decidability 
questions on finite semigroups. 

The main problem is that it is not clear whether or not there is an algo- 
rithm to compute the kernel of a given monoid M. Rhodes has conjectured 
that such an algorithm exists, and has even proposed one. More precisely, 
we define for each monoid M an effectively computable submonoid D(M) 
as follows. 
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DEFINITION. D(M) is the smallest submonoid of M closed under “weak 
conjugation”: for every s, t E A4 such that either sts = s or tst = t, the condi- 
tion u E D(M) implies sut E D(M). 

The “type II conjecture” of J. Rhodes can be stated as follows. 

Rhodes Conjecture. (a) (weak form) There exists an algorithm to 
compute the kernel of a given monoid. 

(b) (strong form) For every monoid M, K(M) is equal to D(M). 

The main result of [14] states 

THEOREM 7.11. Zf the conjecture is true, then the strong form of the 
conjecture of Rhodes is true. 

The conjecture has been proved in two significant particular cases. First, 
we have 

THEOREM 7.12 [13]. The conjecture is true if the idempotents commute 
in M. 

Theorem 6.4 shows that the conjecture is also true if L is a recognizable 
submonoid of A*. Thus we have 

THEOREM 7.13. The conjecture is true if P is a submonoid of M. 
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